
Fall 1987 Comp 243: Distributed Systems 243-14.1

Final exam–December 11

Closed book section (36 points)

The exam is to be turned in at 3:00 pm. Work the closed book section first and turn
it in before you consult your books and notes to work on the open book section. For the
closed book section, write your answers on the exam itself. For the open book section,
write your answers on separate pieces of paper.

University regulations require that you sign the following pledge on the first page of
your turned-in exam.

I have neither received nor given any unauthorized aid on this exam.

Problem 1. (18 points–2 points each)
Give short definitions (one or two phrases or sentences) of the following terms.

RARP (Reverse Address Resolution Protocol)

pipe (Unix)

atomicity (as in atomicity of transactions)

ISO physical layer

ARPANET

time stamp

packetization (as in IP)

free token (of a ring)

nested transactions
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Problem 2. (9 points–1 point each)
Match the famous computer scientist with the concept or implementation to which he

or she contributed. If there are several appropriate matches, you need only list one:

Ada Augusta a. Communicating Sequential Processes
Doug Comer b. b-trees
James Coggins c. OS/360
Edsger Dijkstra d. FREEDOMNET
Tony Hoare e. Virtual Tree Machine
Barbara Liskov f. Babbage’s Analytical Engine
Tony Marsland g. guarded commands
Don F. Smith h. Andrew (VICE and VIRTUE)
Bob Warren i. Venus operating system

j. Joy of Cooking
k. ARGUS
l. XINU
m. distributed jigsaw puzzle solving

Problem 3. (2 points)
In the Sun RPC protocol, what are the three integers that “identify” a remotely

executed procedure?

Problem 4. (3 points)
Briefly (one paragraph) explain what happens when a transaction is aborted in AR-

GUS.

Problem 5. (4 points)
Name four significant differences between communication with a virtual circuit and

communication using datagrams.


